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The Future is Now: Managing Messaging Data 
 With the growth in technology platforms that allow for comprehensive indexing of 

documents/data, such as Microsoft O365, developing processes around the 

technology will be transformative for the management of information  

 Goal generally will be to only retain data as required for legal, regulatory, or 

business purposes 

 Leverage people, process and technology  

 To effectively manage messaging data, two critical components: 

o Centralize messaging data in technology platform with key functionality 

order to manage it effectively—likely necessitates migrations to new 

platform 

o Development of sustainable process to identify/classify messaging data for  

legal, regulatory or business needs (i.e., Records)  with required retention 

applied 
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Case Study: Messaging Migration 
How a multi-national financial institution defensibly disposed of billions 
of emails, and developed a process for BAU disposal of messaging data 
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Case Study: Messaging Migration 
 Multiple legacy messaging archives from mergers, acquisitions, and system changes housed in 

datacenters across the globe (NAM, EMEA, APAC) 

 Operational costs and burden of operating legacy archives rising, all while data footprint continued 

to grow in current archives 

 More than 3 billion messages in legacy archives 

 More than 8 billion messages in current archive 

 Projected to reach 25 billion by 2020 

 Legal and regulatory obligations required the retention of significant data 

 Thousands of employees on legal hold 

 Regulatory retention obligations for Broker-Dealers, Investment Advisors, etc. 

 Retention obligations in several foreign jurisdictions 
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Case Study: Messaging Migration 
 Key drivers of change 

 Initial plans to expire data interrupted due to significant litigations; other litigation concerns 

 Merger integration included evaluation of data governance practices 

 IT costs, efficiency, and consolidation 

 Senior Management’s goal was to retain only messaging data needed for legal, regulatory, or 

business needs and to enable go-forward messaging management  

 Set retention periods on all email for all employees and shared mailboxes 

 Migrate data from seven legacy compliance archives into three regional compliance archives 

(NAM, EMEA and APAC) 

 Implement legal holds  

 Expire data on a regular basis 

 Initial planning centered on message-by-message migration from all legacy archives overseen only 

by IT 

 Initial scope was all message data; more than 3 billion legacy messages 

 Timeline and costs determined to be prohibitive 
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Case Study: Messaging Migration 
 Re-evaluation of plan led to key insights 

 Needed a cross-functional team, including  Legal, Compliance, IT, and Records 

 Technology innovation and analytics on messaging data were critical 

 Go-forward messaging management improvements needed 

 New migration plan focused on migrating only the data needed for legal, regulatory, or business 

purposes 

 Migrate data associated with custodians on legal hold 

 Migrate data subject to regulatory retention obligations 

 Migrate only unique, deduplicated messages in above categories 

 Plan took into account overall management approach that would be applied in the current archive 

 Designed migration process to allow for routine expiry based on message date and the 

assigned retention period (i.e., avoid over-retention) 

 Designed migration to permit unique legal hold data to expire after legal holds are lifted (if not 

subject to other retention requirements) 

 Designed migration process to allow for clear identification of migrated data 
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Case Study: Messaging Migration 
 Assigning retention based on employees 

 Each user was assigned a specific retention period by business unit or corporate department 

 Default retention was set at six months 

 Extended retention based on legal/regulatory requirements, including risk that messaging data 

would likely contain legally required records 

 Exception process implemented by senior management based on business line, role or 

function for business exceptions 

 Extensive process for changing/correcting retention 

 Assigning retention based on shared mailboxes 

 Default retention was set at six months 

 Shared mailboxes associated with regulated businesses assigned extended retention 

 Liberal allowance for extended retention based on business need (repository of records)  
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Challenges & Lessons Learned 
 Vendor Management: Never trust, always verify 

 Technology Limitations: Learn the difference between the ideal world and the 

real world – Question everything 

 Identity Management: Your data is a snapshot in time, but your organization is 

always changing 

 Senior Management Expectations: It’s better to under-promise and over-deliver 

 Stakeholder Involvement: This is not “just” an IT project, managing data risk is 

cross-functional 

 Defense of Process: Develop the process as if you are under legal and 

regulatory scrutiny - document every decision and challenge every assumption 

 There Will Be Problems: They don’t have to derail your team – it’s not whether 

you get knocked down, it’s whether you’ll get back up 
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Case Study: Classifying Records in 
Messaging Data 

How a health care company identified/classified Records within 1.5 
billion messages, and developed a BAU process for record classification  
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 Goal 

 Only keep messaging data as long as needed for legal, regulatory, and business purposes 

 Problem 

 All messaging data had been retained for over 10 years in an email archive (over ~1.5 

billion messages, with ~3.5 million added daily) 

 PSTs had been retained throughout the enterprise personal drives, network shares, 

mailboxes, etc. 

 Solution 

 Migrated data into an archive with additional necessary functionality 

 Eliminated PSTs outside of archive 

 Apply standard email retention of six months on all messaging data unless identified as a 

Record or subject to legal hold 

 Apply email Records auto-classification to identify and classify email Records 
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Case Study: Classifying Records in Messaging Data 
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Case Study: Classifying Records in Messaging Data 
 Records Auto-Classification Tool leverages machine learning algorithms to automatically identify 

and categorize email Records 

 Records Auto-Classification may play several useful roles in an organization’s Records retention 

program: 

 Ongoing Email Record Auto-Classification.  

 Automatically identify and classify Records categories in emails on an ongoing basis to 

retain Records in email and apply the appropriate Records category retention periods  

 May be used as an alternative or complement to user tagging of Records 

 Employee Tagging Tool:  

 Enables employees to manually identify and classify emails that contain Records  

 May be used as an alternative or complement to ongoing auto-classification 

 Historical Email Record Auto-Classification. Identify and classify Records in historical email 

systems to apply the appropriate Records category and retention 
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 Classification Tool 

 Software tool that uses natural language processing and 

sophisticated semantic analysis techniques to analyze and 

categorize text 

 When emails are sent to the classification tool for analysis, 

classification technology identifies the categories that are most 

likely to match the text 

 Note: Presentation features the IBM Infosphere Classification 

Module. Other classifications solutions are also available 

 Knowledge Base 

 The Classification Tool works with an adaptive knowledge base 

(“Knowledge Base”), which is a set of collected data (e.g., emails) 

that the Tool uses to analyze and categorize content items  

 To perform well in identifying and classifying email Records, the 

Knowledge Base must be trained with a sufficient number of 

sample documents/texts that are properly classified into categories 
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Source: IBM Infosphere Classification Module documentation  

Source: IBM Infosphere Classification Module documentation  

Classification Tool Overview 
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 Develop process to assign each Records category a specific risk rating to enhance the effectiveness of the Records 

Categorization Tool in meeting client’s legal, regulatory and business retention needs 

 Records category risk ratings enable the organization to: 

 Account for legal and regulatory retention obligations, as well as operational needs 

 Assess the likelihood that a Records category with legal, regulatory requirements and a significant business need 

would only exist in email  

 Prioritize high- or medium-risk Records categories in training the Records Categorization Tool 
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Risk Rating 

Criteria 

Legal / Regulatory  
Retention Requirement 

Impact Email Exclusivity 

High Legal or regulatory requirement exists “High” Or “Medium” “Yes” or “Possibly” 

Medium Legal or regulatory requirement exists “High” Or “Medium” “No” 

Medium 
(Alternate) 

No legal or regulatory requirement “High” “Yes” or “Possibly” 

Low Remainder 

Email Record Categories Risk Ratings 
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Subject Matter Expert 
(“SME”) Interviews 

Interview SMEs on Records 
categories to come up with 

valid search terms / key 
individuals 

Define Search Terms 

Utilize information from SME 
interviews / retention 
schedule / file plan 
information searches to define 
targeted searches for email 
journal 

Preliminary Review 

Use e-Discovery tools for 
preliminary evaluation of 
search results 

(May alter and re-run search 
as needed) 

Export 

Export selected search 
results to review platform  

Review 

1st level review to identify 
emails that contain Records  

QA 

2nd level review identify 
email Records that are 

strong exemplars 

Export 

Export selected sample email 
Records into Knowledge Base 

Test 

Build / test Knowledge 
Base and report results 

15 

Knowledgebase Development 
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Email Records Auto-Classification 
 Key Performance Indicator (KPIs) assist in evaluating Knowledgebase performance both overall 

and in the context of the Employee Tagging Tool and Journal Archive Classification 

 Terminology 

 Classification Success Rate: The percentage of the sample email Records that the 

classification tool classifies correctly for a specific Records category 

 Recall:  Number of emails auto-classified correctly for a category / total number of email 

exemplars for that category  

 Precision:  Number of emails auto-classified correctly for a category / total number of emails 

auto-classified to that category 

 Example KPIs 

 Total Cumulative Success: 80% average classification success rate overall across all 

Records categories, particular high and medium-risk categories  

 Tagging Tool Performance: 80% classification success rate within the first 3 recommended 

categories displayed to the end-user for the “High” and “Medium” risk record categories  

 Archive Classification: 80% Recall Rate for the “High” and “Medium” risk categories, while 

maintaining an 60% Precision Rate 
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Email Records Auto-Classification 
 Knowledgebase auto-classification should be evaluated using a dataset with email Records 

different from those used for training 

 To compile a testing dataset that included a statistically significant number of email Records 

exemplars for high- and med-risk categories, perform the following: 

 Pull email Records exemplars from the following sources: 
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Source Description 

Reviewer Tagged Email Records • 120,000 emails previously categorized during bulk email review but not included in Knowledgebase 

Employee Mailboxes • All emails sent or received in a month-long period by an employee identified as handling email Records for a category 

Employee Tagged Email Records • Emails employees have already tagged as Records using Tagging Tool (and which were verified as Records during QA) 

 Set performance goals for the testing phase (e.g., high recall (>80%) and moderate precision (>60%) 

 Based on the results of the testing phase, fine-tune the threshold values at the category level to 

optimize recall/precision and reduce risk  
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Challenges & Lessons Learned 
 Email exemplars for each category must have distinct content for the classification tool to 

distinguish them from the rest of the email population 

 Identifying “good” exemplars to populate and train the database may involve a time- and 

labor-intensive process of: 

 Interviewing Subject Matter Experts  

 Collecting and reviewing email Records 

 A “good” exemplar has the following characteristics: 

 Only associated with a single Records category 

 Text-based (cannot classify unreadable attachments, such as images) 

 Includes distinct keywords (potentially associated with Records category) 

 Organizations may need to redefine or combine categories with similar exemplars to reduce 

overlap and improve performance, e.g., board of director materials vs. financial reporting; service 

agreements vs. purchase orders 
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Challenges & Lessons Learned 
 One possible approach to improving performance is to lower the thresholds for categories 

that are higher risk or have a longer retention period. 

 Increases the likelihood that email Records for that category will be retained, but also 

that other types of email Records will be misclassified 

 Less risk associated with misclassification if email Records are tagged to categories 

with same retention periods or longer 

 Email Records Auto-Classification should be supplemented with other Records retention 

strategies 

 Email Records Auto-Classification will not correctly categorize emails 100% of the time 

 Other strategies include: 

 Policies requiring employees tag email Records and retain other types of Record 

documents in designated Systems of Record and provide 

 Employee Records retention training 
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